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Abstract
Of the financial crises in developed economies, the one in Japan after the collapse of the bubble economy in the early 1990s was unprecedented in terms of the
length and depth of the subsequent economic downturn. Debates about the reasons for Japan’s prolonged stagnation have been raised accordingly (e.g.,
Motonishi and Yoshikawa (1999), Hayashi and Prescott (2002), and Hoshi and
Kashyap (2004)), and the lending behavior of banks with impaired capital has
been one of the most plausible explanations, as the postbubble period witnessed
the malfunction of the banking system. In this paper, using a loan-level matched
sample of Japanese banks and their listed borrowers from 1992 to 2010, we examine how unviable relationships between lowly capitalized banks and their lowquality borrowers such as zombie firms played in the supply of bank credits. More
concretely, we employ the three-way fixed-effects linear regression model with
time-varying coefficients, thereby drawing two main conclusions. First, forbearance lending by lowly capitalized banks in the middle 1990s would be followed by
their stagnant lending to low-quality borrowers in capital crunches from the late
1990s to the middle 2000s and in FY 2008 after the collapse of Lehman Brothers.
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Second, in the repeated crunches, lowly capitalize banks concentrated credits
more toward good borrowers ; therefore, a “flight to quality’’ by lowly capitalized
banks emerged in the capital crunches.
JEL classification : G01, G21, G28.
Keywords : close relationship, forbearance lending, zombie firm, loan-level data.

1. Introduction
Among financial crises in developed economies, the one in Japan after the burst
of the bubble economy in the 1990s was unprecedented in terms of the length and
depth of the subsequent economic downturn. Debates about Japan’s prolonged
stagnation have been raised accordingly, and the issue concerning the misallocation
of bank credit has been the most active one, such as in Peek and Rosengren (2005)
and Caballero et al. (2008). In this paper, we examine how and when bankborrower unviable relationships involving low-quality borrowers induced the increase in the supply of credits to them.
When many borrowers become insolvent, a bank becomes financial-distress.
Such a financial-distress bank has incentives to continue to lend toward insolvent
borrowers in order to conceal the fact that the bank becomes financially distressed,
while hoping that the insolvent borrowers will improve. This type of bank lending
with hope for revival is called “forbearance lending”. If many banks engage in the
forbearance lending, the resulting misallocation of credits towards low-quality borrowers that should go bankrupt would damage macroeconomic situation more. This
practice has often been accused of being the source of the prolonged stagnation experienced after the 1990s in Japan.
The forbearance lending, involved by an unviable relationship between a financial-distress bank and a low-quality borrower, is well known in Japanese as oigashi.
After the burst of the bubble economy, many Japanese banks faced insolvent borrowers and their capital condition deteriorated severely. Facing the coexistence of
the macroeconomic stagnation and the deteriorated bank capital condition, empiri-
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cal researches came into existence for oigashi in the context of Japanese economy.
Empirical researches on the forbearance lending in Japan include Sekine et al.
(2003), Peek and Rosengren (2005) and Watanabe (2010). The period to be inspected by the empirical studies is from the early to the late 1990s. They addressed the issue of whether the deterioration of Japanese banks’ capital conditions, caused by the burst of the asset-price and real-estate bubble economy in the
early 1990s, led to increases in bank loans to low-quality firms  . Sekine et al.
(2003) used firm-level panel data from 1986 to 1999, and found that highlyindebted firms belonging to nonmanufacturing industries were more likely to increase their bank borrowings for the sample period after 1993, albeit their low profitability. Watanabe (2010) used bank-level panel data from 1995 to 2000, thereby
demonstrating that regulatory tough stance which urged banks to write off
nonperforming loans would produce a large loss of bank capital ; consequently, such
a loss of capital would induce bank lending to be shifted to low-quality borrowers
with a higher concentration of nonperforming loans. Unlike these two studies, but
like us, Peek and Rosengren (2005) used loan-level data. For sample periods from
1994 to 1999, they found that banks’ window-dressing motives to avoid the realization of losses on their balance sheet were more likely to provide additional credit
to firms with low profitability.
Caballero et al. (2008) addressed a more specific issue of the misallocation of
bank credit toward low-quality borrowers as “zombie lending” (see also Hoshi
(2006)). They defined zombies as firms whose interest payments were lower than
the hypothetical minimum interest. This idea is based on the assumption that distressed firms must have received interest relief from banks and hence their interest payments should have been lower than those of non-distressed firms. They
used firm-level panel data form 1981 to 2002, thereby demonstrating that the increase in zombies would distress the investment and employment growth of nonzombies.
Fukuda and Nakamura (2011), however, pointed out that zombies identified by
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the method based on interest payments would result in identifying many profitable
firms, in particular, after 2000s. They extended the method to identify zombies by
incorporating profitability in definition of zombies ; thus they found that the main
reason for reviving zombie firms to non-zombie ones was corporate restructuring.
The previous researches assume that the deterioration of bank financial health is
a prerequisite for the further lending toward low-quality borrowers, whereas the
other ones, including Giannettie and Simonov (2013) and Duchin and Sosyura
(2014), pointed out the possibility that the improvement in its capital condition
would induce lending more toward low-quality borrowers. The latter carries the
implication that the increase in bank capital buffers triggered by the implementation of prudential policy, such as public capital injections into banks, would be a substantial driver of lending toward low-quality borrowers.
The thing to be suggested by all the previous researches is that two types of
lending toward low-quality borrowers would exist. One is the forbearance lending
by banks with severe financial distress, and the other is the more active lending by
banks with the improvement in their financial health. The chief difficulty in disentangling the two types of lending toward low-quality borrowers lies in identifying
“unviable” bank-borrower relationships involving in the low-quality ones. One cannot examine precisely how and when which types of lending prevailed without identifying the unviable relationships. To deal with that difficulty, we exploit a unique
data set consisting of a matched sample of Japanese banks and their listed borrowers. Our matched sample allows us to identify what firms and banks had relationships and to uncover the effect of the unviable relationship on bank lending.
Note also that, as reviewed above, all the above researches did not use samples
after 2000s, but instead focused on a particular sample period for their analysis. We
inspect the matched sample for the period from 1993 to 2011 and add depth to the
existing literature by investigating whether and when the unviable relationship induced further lending toward low-quality borrowers.
The novel issue addressed in this paper is what factors are responsible for the
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unviable relationship. To explore a background mechanism of bank lending toward
low-quality borrowers and present an insight into that lending, we detect factors
determining the unviable relationships. Such detection will reveal how the unviable
relationship with low-quality borrowers drove lending toward them.
Our key findings are as follows : first, two types of bank lending toward lowquality borrowers would exist : the more active lending due to the improvement in
bank capital positions and the forbearance lending due to the increase in
nonperforming loans. In particular, the two types of lending involve Japanese major
banks. The former type of lending would exist in the two periods of the late 1990s
and the middle 2000s, in which major banks’ capital buffers increased due to the
concurrent increase and decrease in the numerator and denominator, or the regulatory capitals and risk-weighted assets, of their capital adequacy ratios. The latter
type of lending would exist in the period from the late 1990s to the early 2000s, in
which major banks’ nonperforming loans were continuously increasing. In the late
1990s, therefore, the two types of lending would coexist.
Second, the quality of the unviable relationship would change according to the
strength of the ties between banks and their low-quality borrowers with a limited
access to external debt-funding sources. That closeness effect involves major
banks with larger market shares more. As the tie between a major bank and its low
quality borrower with a limited access to external debt-funding sources becomes
stronger in that the bank locks in the low-quality borrower and the borrower consequently depends more on the bank, the relationship quality would fluctuated
more through the changes in major bank’s financial health. Therefore the changes
in its financial health would induce or prevent lending more toward low-quality borrowers through the further cementing of the unviable, albeit close, bank-borrower
relationships.
Our paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present empirical specifications to examine lending to low-quality borrowers and estimation results, respectively. Section 4 explores a background mechanism of the lending by detecting
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factors that determines an unviable relationship between a bank and its low-quality
borrower. Section 5 offers conclusions. Appendix explains construction of our
matched sample.

2. Empirical Specifications for Lending to Low-quality Borrowers
and Data Set
In this section, we introduce empirical specifications for bank lending toward
low-quality borrowers, and discuss methods to estimate the lending functions. We
also explain our data set and covariates included into the lending functions.

21. Econometric Specification and Estimation Method
This subsection adopts two econometric specifications for bank lending in reduced forms. As expressed below in specifications (1) and (2) for bank lending,
we include, as proxies of lender-side financial health, bank’s nonperforming loan ratios , insufficiency ratios of capital buffers 
defined as 100 minus
the difference between bank’s reported capital ratios and its regulatory target capital ratio, and a switching dummy indicating whether a bank switched the international standard on capital adequacy to the domestic one after the revision of Article
26 of the Banking Act in 1996, thus increasing its capital buffers by 4％
   . In addition to the three lender-side financial variables, we include
an indicator variable for low-qualify borrowers   , such as financial-distress
borrowers and zombie ones, as a borrower-side determinant of bank loans. If borrower is low-quality one, the firm indicator is set as

 ; otherwise as

 . Considering an endogenous determination of bank loans and the above
covariates, we use the one-period lags of each covariate.
More specifically, we introduce two bank lending functions as follows :
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(2)

indicates the growth rate of the total amount of loans outstanding between domestic listed firm and bank at time 
. 

to capture market-wide effects at time 
. and



denotes the time dummy



represent bank i’s and firm j’s un-

observable fixed effects, respectively.  indicates the stochastic disturbance term.




 denotes a bank consolidation dummy, indicating whether a bank performed M & A, business transfer and divestiture activities at time 
. As discussed
in the next subsection, we take into account the consolidations of Japanese banks
occurred from the late 1990s to the early 2000s to carefully construct our loan-level
data set. We include the bank consolidation dummy, thereby controlling for the
pure consolidation effects on bank lending.
Equations (1) and (2) contain two crossed variables consisting of bank financial
health measures and the indicator of low-quality borrowers :   
 and








 . The crossed variables characterize the two lending equations

as a switching regression model. In those equations, the semielasticity of bank
lending with respect to the nonperforming loans ratios   can be expressed
as follows :

if


 
 if


 

  

The semielasticity with respect to the inefficiency ratios of capital buffers







can be expressed as if 
 or 

if 
  . The

semielasticity with respect to the inefficiency ratios has the same implication as
that with respect to the nonperforming loans discussed below.
The above equation for the semielasticity with respect to the nonperforming
loans indicates that if the crossed variable,   
 , is zero (that is,
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), the semielasticity measures how much bank lending toward nonlow-quality borrowers is affected through the change in the nonperforming loans.
On the other hand, if the crossed variable is greater than zero (that is,

) and an unviable relationship with a low-quality borrower exists, the
semielasticity allows us to measure how much bank lending toward low-quality borrowers is affected by the development (mitigation) in the relationship inferiority
caused by the increase (decrease) in the nonperforming loans.
, in the case
For the qualitative implications of an estimated semielasticity, 

of 
, a significantly positive estimate implies that the development
(mitigation) in the relationship inferiority due to the increase (decrease) in the
nonperforming loans would induce credit expansion toward low-quality borrowers.
If the estimated semielasticity is significantly smaller than zero, on the other hand,
it would induce the decrease in credits toward low-quality borrowers. This paper
 and 
, in the case of
focuses particularly on the estimated semielasticity, 



, thus examining whether and when an “unviable relationship” with a
“bad firm” resulted in the expansion of bank credit or not.
The difference between equations (1) and (2) involves the issue of how we control for unobservable effects. Equation (1) considers, as unobservable effects, bank
and firm fixed effects

and

by time-dummy variables 



as well as time-varying market-wide effects captured
. On the other hand, equation (2) considers all po-



tential borrower-side factors, including the indicator variable for low-quality borrowers 
, as time-varying borrower-side unobservables
instead it did not include time-varying market-wide effects 

 




, but



as well as the in-



dicator variable. In order to conduct robustness checks on estimation results, we
employ the two specifications for bank lending in the following analyses.
Loan supply equations (1) and (2) is the three-way fixed-effects linear regression model. Unlike our specifications, Peek and Rosengren (2005) transformed
growth data of bank loans into binary outcome data, and then employed the random
effect probit model. Our choice of a linear rather than nonlinear model of bank
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lending is motivated by two reasons. First, nonlinear models tend to produce biased estimates in panel data sets with a short time series and many fixed effects,
leading to an incidental parameters problem and inconsistent estimates. Second,
nonlinear fixed effects models generate biased estimates for interaction terms (see
Ai and Norton (2003)), the main coefficients of interest. Indeed, from this
econometric point of view, Inoue et al. (2015b) rigorously discussed that Peek and
Rosengren (2005) would draw an erroneous conclusion of Japan’s bank lending behavior in the late 1990s.
To estimate the three-way fixed-effects linear regression models of bank lending,
we employ the estimation method developed by Abowd et al. (1999) and Andrews
et al. (2008). This estimation method gives consistent and unbiased parameter estimates not only for time-varying observables of both lender-side and borrower-side
factors but also for their two types of unobserved fixed effects.
When estimating equations (1) and (2), we incorporate the three-way fixedeffects estimation method into a rolling-window estimation method with the window width of three years. By observing changes in estimated coefficients, we attempt to identify a period during which lending toward low-quality borrowers
prevailed as well as to examine how unviable relationships with those low-quality
ones, defined as the crossed variables 






and  


,





determine lending in that period.

22. Data Set
This subsection explains our data construction of the bank distress measures,
the indicator for distressed firms and unviable relationship variables.

221. Data Set Construction
The empirical analysis developed in this paper rests on a loan-level dataset comprising a matched sample of Japanese banks and their borrowing firms listed in
Japan. We construct our loan-level data based on the Corporate Borrowings from
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Financial Institutions Database compiled by Nikkei Digital Media Inc. This database assembles information on the outstanding amounts of bank loans classified by
maturity (long-term debt with a maturity of more than one year and short-term
debt with a maturity of one year or less) and by each bank. The database includes
some 350,000 observations, comprising more than 130 Japanese banks, 2,000 listed
borrowing firms and 17,000 relationships for our sample period from March 1993 to
March 2011 (see Table 1). We combined the Nikkei database with the financial
statement data of the Japanese banks and their listed borrowing firms, also compiled by Nikkei Digital Media Inc.
The chief difficulty of constructing our loan-level dataset involves identifying accurately the termination of a bank-borrower relationship. The Japanese banking
sector experienced extensive M & A, business transfer, and divestiture activity
from the late 1990s to the early 2000s. Consequently, some Japanese banks are
missing from the original Nikkei database at the end of our sample period. When
defining a terminated relationship, we must take into account those eliminations
and consolidations of Japanese banks. More precisely, we thoroughly scrutinized
whether succeeding banks took over the credit claims of eliminated or consolidated
banks on their borrowing firms before and after the relevant restructuring event.
The Appendix details how we define a terminated relationship in the cases of M &
A, business transfer, and divestiture.

222. Bank Loans
We define the total amount of loans outstanding as the total amount
of loans outstanding by adding short-term debt with a maturity of one year or less
to long-term debt with a maturity of more than one year, and then define its growth
rate as . As discussed in Subsection
2.2.1, we obtain the annual amount of total loans outstanding for each listed company from the Corporate Borrowings from Financial Institutions Database compiled
by Nikkei Digital Media Inc.
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223. Measures for Bank’s Financial Health
We include, as measure for bank’s financial health, three covariates : nonperforming loan ratios , insufficiency ratios of capital buffers 
, and the
switching dummy    indicating whether a bank increased its capital buffers by 4％ by shifting to the domestic standard on capital adequacy.
Nonperforming loan ratios are defined as the ratio of the reported
amount of nonperforming loans to total loans and expressed in percentage terms.
Insufficiency ratios of capital buffers 
are defined by subtracting the target capital ratio−8％ for international banks and 4％ for domestic banks−from a
reported capital ratio and then are expressed by 100 minus the resulting capital
buffer. Its higher values imply that a bank faces a smaller amount of capital buffers.
The switching indicator    is defined by setting     when
bank switched the international standard on capital adequacy to the domestic one
after the revision of Article 26 of the Banking Act in 1996, and setting
    otherwise.
224. Indicators for Low-quality Borrowers
For a borrower-side determinant of bank loans 
included into equations
(1) and (2), we consider four indicator variables indicating low-quality borrowers :
(i) the indicator of financial-distress firms 
 ; (ii) the indicator of operational-distress firms 
 ; (iii) the indicator of lowly interest-paying zombie
firms 
, and (iv) the indicator of lowly-profitable zombie firms


. The first and second indicators of distressed firms were suggested by Hoshi et al. (1990). The third and fourth indicators of zombie firms were
suggested by Caballero et al. (2008) and Fukuda and Nakamura (2011), respectively.
The indicator of financial-distress firms 
 is based on firms’ default risks
represented in the interest coverage ratio. We define the interest coverage ratio by
dividing EBIT, or borrower’s earnings before interest and taxes, by its total
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interest payments and is expressed in percentage terms. Having an interest coverage ratio less than one hundred indicates that the firm faces financial distress in the
sense that it has an immediate problem in earning not enough to cover its interest
obligations. To enter financial distress, a firm must have an interest coverage ratio
for one year that is greater than one hundred, followed by two consecutive years in
which its interest coverage ratio is less than one hundred. The borrowing firm is
deemed to become distressed in that second consecutive year with a coverage ratio
less than one hundred. A given firm may enter distress more than one time during
our sample period. In order to qualify as a repeater, a firm must first recover from
its earlier episode of distress, where recovery is defined as experiencing two consecutive years with an interest coverage ratio greater than one hundred.
The indicator of operational-distress firms 
is constructed based on a
firm’s net income. To enter the situation of operational distress, a firm must experience a year of positive net income followed by two consecutive years in which its
net income is negative. The firm becomes operationally distressed in that second
consecutive year with negative net income. To qualify as a repeater, a firm must
first recover from its earlier episode of distress, where recovery is defined as experiencing two consecutive years with positive net income.
A first indicator of zombie firms   is based on the interest payment
gap between the actual interest payments made by the firms and the hypothetical
minimum interest payments proposed by Caballero et al. (2008). If the interest
payment gap of borrowing firm takes a negative value, the firm is defined as a
zombie :    . If the interest payment gap takes a positive value, the zombie indicator is set as    .
A second indicator of zombies  
   proposed by Fukuda and
Nakamura (2011) involves firm’s profitability. As discussed above, the interest
payment-based method identifies firms that make lower interest payments granted
by their lending banks ; however, as criticized by Fukuda and Nakamura (2011),
the method results in identifying not only “bad borrowers” that make lower
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interest payments due to their low performance, but also “good ones” that make
those due to their high performance. Their alternative method to identify zombies
incorporates firm’s profitability, proxied by EBIT, into the original method of
Caballero et al. (2008). If an lower-interest-rate paying zombie j’s EBIT is lower
than the hypothetical minimum interest payments proposed by Caballero et al.
(2008), the zombie is defined as a lowly-profitable zombie, 
  ; otherwise as a non-zombie, 
  . We also use this zombie indicator as an
alternative one of low-quality firms.

225. Unviable Relationship Variables
The measure for the inferiority of lender-borrower relationships is a key variable
in our analysis. As discussed in subsection 2.1, we define an unviable relationship
as multiplying the two measures for bank’s financial health, nonperforming loan ratios  and insufficiency ratios of capital buffers  , with one of the four
indicators for low-quality firms  either    or

 . All the crossed variables are defined in each bank-borrower relationship.
Each crossed variable consisting of a measure for bank’s financial distress and an
indicator for low-quality borrowers    and   have the
feature that its higher (lower) values, as long as over zero, imply that the inferiority of lender-borrower relationships developed (was mitigated). As expressed in
lending equations (1) and (2), we include the mixed variable as a proxy for the deterioration of a relationship, and thereby examine the effects of the unviable relationship on bank lending.

226. Consolidation Effects
In order to control for the effects of banks’ M & A, business transfer and divestiture activity, we include a consolidation dummy . We consider three
types of consolidation dummies : the merger dummy   , the business
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transfer dummy and the divestiture dummy 
. Each dummy variable is defined as one if a bank entered into a consolidation at a time, and zero otherwise.

227. Summary Statistics
Table 1 reports summary statistics for each variable used for estimation. The
growth rate of loan 

has a negative mean in our whole sample period





from 1993 to 2011. When splitting the sample period into four subsample ones
from 1993 to 1996, from 1997 to 2000, from 2000 to 2005 and from 2006 to 2011,
the negative mean of the loan growth rate appear to decrease further from the early
2000s. The nonperforming loan ratios   have higher means in the late 1990s
and in the early 2000s than in the other period. The means of the insufficiency ratios of capital buffer 
 clearly show a gradually decreasing trend. At least
judging from the sample means, bank financial condition improved in the 2000s,
while bank lending was not activated in that period. A feature in the indicator of
low-quality firm 
 
 
 and  
 
is that their
sample means does not have a simple trend, but appear to increase or a decrease
in each subsample period.
Figure 1 shows the historical path of each crossed variable, a proxy for an
unviable relationship involving a low-quality borrower. The sample mean of the
cross variable is calculated by excluding the zero value at each year because the
zero value implies that all borrowing firms are not low-quality ones irrespective of
bank’s financial-health condition ; that is, it has a different implication from the case
of more than zero.
The crossed variable consisting of the insufficiency ratios of bank’s capital buffers
and the indicator of financial-distress borrowers 
 
has relatively
higher values from the early to the late 1990s, while, since around 2000s, continues
to decline, though the number of low-quality borrowers such as the financial- and
operational-distress ones did not necessarily decrease. Each crossed variable
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Figure 1 : Historical paths of the total sum (measured by the left axes) and the sample
mean excluding zeros (measured by the right axes) of the eight crossed
variables
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consisting of the insufficiency ratios and the other indicators for low-quality borrowers 










 and 



also ap-

pears to have the same tendency for our whole sample period. These facts would
be mainly attributed to the improvement in bank capital buffers triggered by Japan’s
prudential policies such as large-scale public capital injections into Japanese large
banks in 1998, 1999 and 2003 (see Watanabe (2007) and Hoshi and Kashyap
(2010) for the effects of the Japanese bank recapitalization programs on bank capital ratios).
As for the four crossed variables defined with bank’s nonperforming loan ratios






 








 and 


,

their sample means appear to increase continuously from the early 1990s to 2002,
and turn to decrease from 2002. This would be because the amount of
nonperforming loans in Japanese banks started to decrease after the Financial Revitalization Program, or the so-called Takenaka Plan, was executed in 2002 (see
Sakuragawa and Watanabe (2009) for details).
The above observations show that measuring the inferiority of relationships depends on which variable is used as a proxy for bank financial health, the
nonperforming loan ratios or the inefficiency ratios of capital buffers. In the following sections, we use the two types of mixed variables, as expressed in lending
equations (1) and (2), and carefully interpret estimated coefficients on them.

3. Estimation Results for Lending Equations
In this section, we report rolling-window estimation results for lending equations
(1) and (2), each introduced in the previous section. In the following subsections,
we focus on estimation results based on lending equation (1) because those obtained by using the two lending equations did not qualitatively differ. Figures 2 to
5 show estimation results. In these figure, solid lines indicate point estimates,
while shaded areas indicate their 90％ confidence intervals. A year number in each
figure denotes a starting point at which a rolling estimation is conducted with the
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window width of three years (for instance, an estimate at 1994 indicates the one
obtained using the subsample from March 1994 to March 1996).

31. Measures for Bank’s Financial Health
As discussed in Subsection 2.1, estimated coefficients on the bank financial distress variables and 
allow us to measure how the change in the variables affects bank lending toward non-low-quality borrowers (firms of 




 . Figure 2 shows estimated coefficients, 
and 
, on the nonperforming loan
ratios and the inefficiency ratios of capital buffers 
. Those estimates are obtained by including the indicator of financial-distress borrowers
 into bank lending equation (1). Estimation results reported below are
qualitatively the same as those obtained not only by using bank lending equation
(2), but also by including the other indicators of low-quality borrowers.
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Figure 2 : Estimated coefficients and
 
on the variables  and 
 respectively from rolling estimation results of equation (1), using
 as the indicator variable  


The nonperforming loan ratios have significantly positive estimates
from the late 1990s to the early 2000s (from 1997 to 2001), while having significantly negative ones in the middle 2000s (2004 and 2005). As discussed in Subsection 2.2.5, the nonperforming loan ratios have much higher values from the late
1990 to the early 2000s, but lower ones on and after the early 2000s. Therefore the
estimation results imply that, for the period from the late 1990s to the early 2000s,
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the increase in the nonperforming loans would result in credit expansion toward
non-distressed borrowers of 
, whereas in the middle 2000s, the decrease in them would cause credit expansion toward non-distressed ones.
The insufficiency ratios of bank capital buffers 

appear to have signifi-




cantly negative estimates for the periods of the late 1990s (from 1997 to 1999) and
the middle 2000s (from 2004 to 2007), indicating that large (small) capital buffers
were associated with increases (decreases) in bank loans to non-distressed borrowers ; that is, the balance sheet channel of bank lending toward non-distressed
ones would be effective in those periods. For other sample periods, the insufficiency ratios appear not to have significant estimates. Taking into account that the
insufficiency ratios have relatively smaller values in the late 1990s and the middle
2000s, the negative estimates imply that the increase in capital buffers would lead
to credit expansion toward non-distressed borrowers.
Coefficients on the switching indicator  


are estimated to be signifi-




cantly positive in the late 1990s during which Japanese international banks intensively switched to domestic banks with the enforcement of Article 26 of the Banking Act in 1996, thus increasing their capital buffers by 4％. From the positive
estimates, we can infer that banks improving capital positions by switching to domestic banks would extend credits toward their borrowing firms.
Summing up the above estimation results, in the late 1990, the development in
bank financial distress due to the increase in the nonperforming loans would cause
the increase in bank loans to non-distressed borrowers, while the mitigation in it
due to the increase in the capital buffers would do that. In the middle 2000s, the
mitigation in financial distress due to the decrease in the nonperforming loans and
the increase in the capital buffers would induce credit expansion toward nondistressed borrowers.

32. Low-quality Borrowers
In this subsection, we report estimation results for the four indicators of low-
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quality borrowers : (i) financial-distress firms 
; (ii) operational-distress
ones 
; (iii) zombie firms with lower interest payments 
(iv) zombie firms with low profitability  

 and

 . Figure 3 shows esti-

mated coefficients on those indicators, each obtained by including each indicator
into bank lending equation (1). The estimated coefficients reported in Figure 3 are
preliminarily transformed as 100in order to extract pure indicator effects
from indicator ones involving the crossed variables, which consists of the indicators
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of low-quality borrowers.


Figure 3 : Linear combinations of estimated coefficients 



from rolling estimation results of equation (1)

Coefficients on the two indicators for financial- and operational-distress firms

and 
are estimated to have significantly negative values for the
almost whole sample period from the early 1990s to the end 2000s. This estimation
result indicates that financial- and operational-distress firms would face decreases
in bank borrowings.
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The indicator variable of lower-interest-rate paying zombies 
appears to have significantly positive estimates from the early 1990s to the early
2000s. This result implies that firms making lower interest payments, identified by
the method of Caballero et al. (2008), are more likely to borrow their lending
banks, particularly, for the overall period of the 1990s. As for the lowly profitable
zombie indicator  
, its coefficient has significantly positive estimates in the 1990s, but significantly negative ones in the middle 2000s.
The above estimation results for the two zombie indicators are quite consistent
with the findings of Fukuda and Nakamura (2011). The positive estimates of both
zombie indicators in the 1990s imply that lowly profitable firms would have their interest payment reduced by their lending banks in the 1990s. In contrast, the qualitatively different estimates of the two zombie indicators in the 2000s imply that
firms that made lower interest payments could not be lowly profitable ones in the
2000s.

33. Unviable Relationships
In this subsection, we report estimation results for the effects of unviable lenderborrower


relationships,

proxied

by

the

two

types

of

mixed

variables

  and 
   , on bank lending. As discussed in Subsection










2.1, the transformed parameters, and , allow us to measure how bank
lending toward low-quality borrowers is affected by the increase (decrease) in the
relationship deterioration due to the development (mitigation) in bank financial
distress. Figure 4 shows estimated parameters related to the eight mixed variables
and 
, each obtained by including each of the eight mixed variables into
bank lending equation (1). Estimation results obtained in bank lending equation
(2) did not qualitatively differ from those obtained in equation (1) reported below.
The unviable-relationship variables constructed by multiplying the nonperforming loans by each indicator of borrower’s financial and operational distress
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 have significantly positive parameters
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 (on left panels) and
Figure 4 : Linear combinations of estimated coefficients 


 (on right panels) from rolling estimation results of equation (1) for

four cases of the indicator variables 
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for the period from the late 1990s to the early 2000s (from 1997 to



2000). Given that, in the late 1990, both mixed variables have relatively larger values mainly due to the continuous increase in the nonperforming loans, the positive
estimates indicate that banks facing the increase in nonperforming loans would expand credits toward distressed borrowers as well as non-distressed ones (see Subsection 3.1 for estimation results on non-distressed borrowers); in other words,
forbearance lending, particularly by unhealthy banks increasing the nonperforming
loans, toward distressed borrowers would exist in the late 1990s.
Estimated parameters for the mixed variable consisting of the insufficiency ratios
of bank’s capital buffers and the indicator of borrower’s financial distress

 appear to have qualitatively the same tendency as those for the
mixed one consisting of the insufficiency ratios and the operational distress indicator 
  . More concretely, both the mixed variables have signifi
cantly negative parameters 
in the overall 1990s and the middle 2000s.
To explore the implications of the negative estimates, we must recall the movement of the two mixed variables reported in Subsection 2.2.5 : the variables still remains at high level before the late 1990s, while they continuously decrease on and
after the late 1990s. Such a movement is mainly caused by the movement of bank’s
capital buffers. Taking into account of the finding, the negative estimates before
the late 1990s (from 1993 to 1996) indicate that banks facing the inefficiency of
capital buffers would decrease loans toward distressed borrowers as well as nondistressed ones (see Subsection 3.1) ; that is, the capital crunch would exist before
the late 1990s. As for the negative estimates in the late 1990s (1998 and 1999) and
the middle 2000s (2006 and 2007), they indicate that banks improving capital positions would expand credits toward distressed borrowers as well as non-distressed
ones. From these estimation results, we can infer that forbearance lending by lowly
capitalized banks did not exist. Our finding is the rebuttal against that of Peek and
Rosengren (2005): they used a sample from 1994 to 1999 and thus claimed that
lowly capitalized bank, whose capital buffers were less than 2％, extended credits
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toward lowly profitable borrowers.
Both the mixed variables consisting of the nonperforming loan ratios and each of
the two zombie indicators based on interest payments and based on borrower’s
profitability 

and    have positive estimates




 from the late 1990s to the early 2000s (from 1997 to 2002). As dis


cussed in Subsection 2.2.5, the two mixed variables continuously increases due to
the increase in nonperforming loans during that period. Hence the positive estimates imply that, in the period from the late 1990s to the early 2000s, the development in the deterioration of relationships mainly due to the increase in
nonperforming loans would induce lending toward zombie firms as well as toward
non-zombie ones. Such deterioration effects on lending appear to last slightly
longer for the lowly-profitable zombies than does for the lower-interest paying
ones.
The mixed variable consisting of the insufficiency ratios of bank’s capital buffers
and the lower-interest-rate paying zombie indicator  have sig
nificantly negative parameters 
 for the two periods of the late 1990s and
the middle 2000s, while the mixed variable constructed from the lowly-profitable
zombie indicator    have negative parameters only in the late
1990s. Given that, since the late 1990s, both the mixed variables continue to decrease mainly due to the increase in capital buffers, the negative estimates imply
that, in the late 1990s and the middle 2000s, the mitigation in the inferiority of relationships due to the improvement in bank’s capital positions would lead to credit
expansion toward zombie firms as well as non-zombie ones ; in other words,
whether borrowers are zombies or not, the balance sheet channel would be effective in the late 1990s and the middle 2000s, as in the way that the more active lending emerged.
We can summarize our empirical analysis conducted in this subsection as
follows : for the period from the early to the middle 1990s, lowly capitalized banks
were more likely to contract credits toward low-quality borrowers as well as non-
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low-quality ones ; that is, the capital crunch would exist in that period. As for the
periods of the late 1990s and the middle 2000s, banks increasing capital buffers
were more likely to expand credits toward both quality-types of borrowers. We
should note that, in the late 1990s, Japanese banks were facing the continuous increase in the nonperforming loans, while increasing capital buffers. In that period,
such Japanese banks would also increase loans not only toward non-low-quality borrowers, but also toward low-quality ones ; that is, forbearance lending, particularly
by banks facing the increase in the nonperforming loans, toward low-quality borrowers would exist in the late 1990s. The late 1990s would see the coexistence of
more active lending toward low-quality borrowers due to the improvement in capital positions and forbearance lending toward them due to the increase in the
nonperforming loans.

34. Consolidation Effects
We report consolidation effects captured by the three consolidation dummy variables included into : the merger dummy 
fer dummy 

, the business trans-




and the divestiture dummy variable 
  . The merger




dummy variable 

has significantly positive estimates for the period of




the late 1990s, but insignificant estimates for other sample periods. The business
transfer dummy 

are estimated to have significantly positive values for the




periods of the late 1990s and the early 2000s. The divestiture dummy

  have positive estimates for the period from the early to the middle
2000s. From the positive estimates, we can infer that the consolidation of Japanese
banks developed from the late 1990s to the early 2000s would help to activate lending to listed borrowers. The estimation results reported here are robust to using
lending equations (1) and (2) and to including the indicators of low-quality borrowers.
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35. Unobservable Fixed Effects
To estimate bank lending equations (1) and (2), we employ the three-way fixedeffect estimation method of Abowd (1999) and Andrews et al. (2008). The advantage of the estimation method can provide consistent estimates of two types of unobservable fixed effects. This subsection reports estimated bank’s and borrower’s


fixed effects : 
and  in equation (1) . Figure 5 plots sample means of estimated

fixed effects, each effect obtained by conducting the rolling-window estimation, and
the 90％ confidence intervals of the sample means. The fixed effects are estimated
by including the indicator of financial-distress borrowers 
into lending
equation (1). Estimation results obtained by including the other indicators of lowquality borrowers are qualitatively the same as those reported in this subsection.
Firm fixed effects











Bank fixed effects





































































90％ confidence intervals
point estimates

Figure 5 : Estimates of bank fixed effects 

from rolling estiand firm fixed effects 

mation results of equation (1), using 
 as the indicator variable



Judging from the magnitude of estimated bank- and firm-fixed effects, both effects are substantive in determining bank lending. More concretely, bank’s fixed
effects 
are estimated to have significantly negative values for the period from

the early 1990s to the middle 2000s (1993 to 2006) except for 2000. As for the period from 2007, however, those effects have significantly positive values. From the
estimation results, we can infer that lender-side unobservables, such as bank’s
managerial ability, would work as a factor in suppressing lending until the middle
2000s, but in increasing it on and after the late 2000s.
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In contrast to bank fixed effects, firm fixed effects are estimated to have significantly negative values during the whole sample period. Note that the qualitative
tendency of borrower-side unobservables, such as firm’s potential productivity, has
a declining trend from the late 1990s. From the estimated firm fixed effects, borrower-side unobservables would continuously play in reducing bank loans from the
late 1990s.

35. Bank Lending toward Low-quality Borrowers
In this subsection, we summarize our analysis of bank lending conducted in this
section. As reported in Subsection 3.3, the choice of a measure that we focus on as
a bank financial health variable decisively matters in the examination of whether
and when lending toward low-quality borrowers existed. When focusing on bank
capital buffers, we find that forbearance lending by lowly capitalized bank toward
low-quality borrowers would not exist. On the contrary, our estimation results suggest that, for the period from the early to the middle 1990s (from 1993 to 1996),
banks decreasing capital buffers would decrease loans toward low-quality borrowers as well as non-low-quality ones ; that is to say, the capital crunch would exist in
that period. Our finding of the capital crunch is consistent with Woo (2003) and
Watanabe (2007), both of which demonstrated that the capital crunch would exist
in 1997 (see also Bernanke and Lown (1991) and Peek and Rosengren (1995) for
U.S researches on capital crunches).
As for the periods of the late 1990s (1998 and 1999) and the middle 2000s (2006
and 2007), banks increasing the capital buffers would expand credits toward lowquality borrowers as well as non-low-quality ones. At least in the overall 1990s and
the middle 2000s, the balance sheet channel would be effective as in the way that
the increase in the capital buffers would boost bank lending.
When focusing on the nonperforming loans, on the other hand, our results show
that the forbearance lending by banks facing the increase in the nonperforming
loans toward their low-quality borrowers would exist in the late 1990s and around
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2000 (from 1997 to 2002). Note that, in that period, those banks would also expand
credits toward non-low-quality borrowers. In the late 1990s (1998 and 1999), two
types of lending toward low-quality borrowers would coexist : more active lending
due to the improvement in bank capital buffers and forbearance lending due to the
increase in the nonperforming loans.

4. Background Mechanisms
In this section, we figure out a background mechanism of estimation results reported in the previous section, and provide an insight on Japan’s bank lending. To
this end, we reveal the characteristics of covariates included to estimate the lending equations. More precisely, we focus on the numerator and denominator in the
regulatory capital adequacy ratios in Subsection 4.1, and detect factors responsible
for unviable relationships involving low-quality borrowers in Subsection 42. In
Subsection 4.3, we provide an insight into Japan’s bank lending on the basis of the
analysis conducted in this section.

41. Capital Buffers and Bank Lending
In this subsection, we give an elaborate explanation of estimation results relating
to bank capital buffers : estimated coefficients on 
 and 

. According to this objective, we pay attention to the regulatory capitals consisting of
Tier 1 capitals plus Tier 2 ones (called RCAPs hereafter) and the risk-weighted assets (called RWAs hereafter). The former is the numerator in the regulatory capital adequacy ratio, and the latter is the denominator in it.
Figure 6 shows the historical paths of the capital buffers (the difference between
bank’s reported capital ratios and its regulatory target capital ratio), the RCAP ratios and the RWA ratios, each ratio defined by dividing the RCAPs and the RWAs
by the total assets and expressed in percentage terms.
As shown in this figure, the RCAP ratios decrease drastically from the middle
1990s to the late 1990s, but increase for the period from the late 1990s to the early
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Figure 6 : Historical paths of the capital buffer, the RCAP ratio, and the RWA ratio

2000s, in which two large public capital injections were conducted in 1998 and
1999. From 2001 to 2003, the RCAP ratios appear to decrease, but turn to increase
after the enforcement of the Financial Revitalization Program in 20002 and the
third public capital injection into Resona bank in 2003. After the global financial turmoil in 2007, the RCAP ratios decrease again, but the range of reduction appears
to be smaller.
In contrast to the RCAP ratios, the RWA ratios show a continuously decreasing
trend from 1996. This observation indicates that Japanese banks have a long-run
inclination to increase capital buffers by reducing the RWAs since the late 1990s.
In the previous section, we found that, in the late 1990s and the middle 2000s,
a larger amount of capital buffers would induce more lending toward low-quality
borrowers as well as non-low-quality ones (see Subsections 3.1 and 3.3). Given
that, in the late 1990s and the middle 2000s, the RCAPs and the RWAs were increasing and decreasing as the capital buffers were increasing, the active lending in
the two periods would revolve around the increase in the capital buffers, in particular, driven by the concurrent increase and decrease in the numerator and denominator of the regulatory capital adequacy ratios.
As for the capital crunch found in the period from the early to the middle 1990s,
its main drivers would be the drastic decrease in the RCAPs.
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42. Detecting Factors Responsible for Unviable Relationships
In this subsection, we examine what factors determine unviable relationships between financial-distress banks and low-quality borrowers. To this end, we newly
introduce the following equation for an unviable relationship:

 












  

 
  

    





where 


(3)





is the dependent variable measuring the relationship deterio-

ration : a mixed variable consisting of a measure for bank financial health and an indicator for low-quality borrowers, 

or 
, each defined in
Subsection 2.2. Equation (3) specifies how bank financial health affects their inferior relationships with low-quality borrowers, if 
 .


denotes bank 
’s market share, defined as the ratio of bank 
’s total as-




sets to the sum of all banks’ total assets. 
denotes the dummy indicating
bank 
’s attribute : either the major or the regional bank. The major banks,

, are defined as the city, the trust and the long-term credit bank, while
the non-major banks, 
, as the regional and the second-tier regional
bank. The major bank dummy also captures the effect of bank size because the size
of the major banks is much larger than that of the non-major ones.
 and 
denote borrower-side debt-funding factors. indicates the dummy indicating whether firm issues corporate bonds or not. Corporate bonds include both straight and convertible bonds.  is the number
of firm j’s relationships with its lending banks. 
denotes firm 
’s dependence
on borrowings outstanding from the main bank. The main bank is defined as a bank
from which firm borrows the most. 
indicates an industry to which firm
belongs. In our analysis of equation (3), we include four non-manufacturing industry dummies (construction, real estate, trade and services). Thus, the manu-
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facturing industry is the excluded industry as a reference industry.
In addition to the lender- and borrower-side factors, we include three relationship factors : 



 and


 

denotes firm 
’s borrowing exposure from bank 
, while 

bank 
’s lend-

ing exposure to firm 
. The former is calculated as firm 
’s loan from bank as a
percentage of its total loans from bank 
, and the latter is calculated as bank 
’s
loans to firm as a percentage of its total loans to firm 
.








is the du-

ration of the relationship between bank and its borrowing firm 
.
In order to estimate equation (3), we employ Heckman two-step estimation
method  . This is because, as discussed in Section 2, the mixed variable,

 , has two different implications between


  and


 ; in the former case, higher (lower) values imply that the relationship deterioration increased (decreased), but in the latter, all borrowers are
not of low-quality irrespective of bank’s financial health. In the two-step estimation,
we estimate a selection equation at first, and then estimate equation (3) including
the Inverse Mills ratios calculated from the first-stage estimation. The dependent
variable in our selection equation is defined as  if
and  if


 ,


 ; thus, the selection equation specifies how

inferior relationships with low-quality firms are formed. In Appendix II, we report
estimation results for the selection equation.
Table 2 report estimation results obtained by the second-stage estimation of
equation (3). The left panel in this table reports estimated coefficients obtained
by including the crossed variable consisting of the nonperforming loans and the financial-distress borrowers    
as the unviable relationship variable



 , while the right panel obtained by using the crossed one of the in-

sufficient capital buffer ratios and the financial-distress borrowers 

 
. We also estimated equation (3) by including the other indicators of lowquality borrowers (the operational-distress borrowing firms and the zombie borrowing ones), and found that estimation results did not qualitatively differ from
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Table 2 : Estimation Results for the Unviable Relationship Equation : The Second-Stage
Estimation in Heckman two-step estimation method
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1. Standard errors are in parentheses.
2. *, ** and *** indicate the 10％, 5％ and 1％ levels of significance, respectively.

those reported in Table 2. Hence we focus on the estimation results based on the
financial-distress borrowers. The table also reports estimation results not only for
the full sample period, but also for the two subsample periods of the 1990s (from
1993 to 1999) and the 2000s (from 2000 to 2011). The inverse Mills’ ratio is calculated using the probit estimation method in the first-stage estimation.
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43. Development in the Inferiority of Relationships
As discussed in the previous subsection, equation (3) specifies how the inferiority of bank’s relationships with its low-quality borrowers develops (is mitigated)
through the depreciation (improvement) in its financial health. Here we start by
reporting estimation results on the unviable relationship variable of the
nonperforming loans 
 , and next show results on that of the insufficient capital ratios  
 .
As shown in the left panel of Table 2, bank’s market share 

and the

major bank dummy  
 have significantly positive estimates, particularly,
in the 1990s, indicating the major banks with larger market shares were more
likely to develop the relationship depreciation through increasing the nonperforming loans and aggravating bank financial distress through that period. On the other
hand, from negative, but insignificant, estimates in the 2000s, we can infer that
those larger banks would decrease the nonperforming loans, thus striving to alleviate the inferiority of relationships with distressed borrowers.
Estimates on the firm debt-funding variables   and  
indicate that banks that had relationships with distressed borrowers, in particular,
that did not issue corporate bonds, had a smaller number of relationships, and more
depended on their main bank were more likely to worsen the quality of relationships through the increase in the nonperforming loans. From this estimation results, it can be inferred that banks that had tendency to lock in low-quality borrowers with limited access to external debt-funding sources other than its particular
lending banks were more likely to face the increase in the nonperforming loans ;
consequently, the quality of its inferior relationships with those low-quality borrowers would result in deteriorating more.
Estimated
 

coefficients




,

on

the



industry

dummy

variables






 or   indicate that, as com-

pared with low-quality firms belonging to the manufacturing industry, low-quality
ones belonging to the non-manufacturing industry (the construction, real estate,
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trade and services industries) have more tendency to face the relationship depreciation through the increase in the nonperforming loans of their lending banks.
These estimation results are consistent with Caballero et al. (2008), who empirically demonstrated that large Japanese banks engaged in lending to insolvent borrowers belonging to the non-manufacturing industry.
Estimates


on

 and

the

three

relationship-level

factors




 have the following implications : as low-quality

firms depended more on a particular bank for financing, the inferiority of their relationships would develop more. This result is consistent with those for the borrower-side debt-funding variables. In addition, as a bank concentrated credits more
to a distressed borrower, the depreciation of their relationships would be depreciated through the increase in the nonperforming loans. In contrast to these two relationship factors, the duration of relationships appears to have contributed to suppressing the inferiority of relationships. This may be because a distressed company
with which a bank decided to sustain a longer relationship might often have revived
later and consequently the bank might have succeeded in suppressing the inferiority of that relationship.
Next we report estimation results for the crossed variable of the insufficient capital ratios and the financial-distress borrowers 
 
. As shown in
Table 2, estimation results obtained using the crossed variable of the insufficient
capital ratios are not so different from those obtained using the crossed one of the
nonperforming loans    
, in particular, except results for the bank
market share and the major bank dummy 
. In contrast to
the results of the nonperforming loan ratios, those of the insufficient capital ratios
has significantly negative estimates on the bank market share and the
major bank dummy 
for the sample period of the 2000s, but does not for
the period of the 1990s. These estimation results would mainly reflect that large
banks continuously increased the capital buffers from the late 1990s and consequently, the inferiority of relationships with their low-quality borrowers was
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alleviated in the 2000s.
Note that estimated coefficients on the firm debt-funding variables ,
 and




,

 , 

the



industry

dummy

 

variables



or  and the relationship fac-

tors   and



appear to have qualita-

tively the same tendency as those obtained in the case of the nonperforming loans.

44. Formation of Bad Relationships
In this subsection, we report estimation results obtained in the first-stage estimation of the selection equation of unviable relationship equation (3), introduced
in Subsection 4.2. As discussed in that subsection, the selection equation, in which
the dependent variable is defined as

  if  and

 if  specifies how banks selected to form inferior
relationships with low-quality firms. When estimating the selection equation, we
use the same covariates included into equation (3). Table 3 shows estimation results obtained by employing the probit model to estimate the selection equation.
As clearly shown in Tables 2 and 3, estimation results of the selection equation,
or the equation for the formation of inferior relationships, appear to have the same
qualitative tendency as those of the equation for relationship depreciation (3). This
suggests that the formation of inferior relationships and the development in their
depreciation would have the same drivers. In addition, the estimation for the mixed
variable consisting of the bank nonperforming loans 
sufficiency ratios  

and the in-




do provide almost the same estimates because




the dependent variable of each equation is the same but the number of observations
involves a little difference.
Both the bank market share    and the major bank dummy
 
appear to have positive estimates in the 1990s, but negative ones in
the 2000s. Judging from those significant estimates, we can infer that major banks
with larger market shares were more likely to form bad relationships with low-
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Table 3 : Estimation Results for the Unviable Relationship Equation : The First
Stage
Estimation in Heckman twostep estimation method
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1. Standard errors are in parentheses.
2. *, ** and *** indicate the 10％, 5％ and 1％ levels of significance, respectively.

quality borrowers in the late 1990s, while less likely to do that in the 2000s.
Estimates of the firm-funding variables 




and 

imply

that firms, particularly that issued corporate bonds, had a larger number of relationships and depended less on the main bank, were less likely to involve relationships
as low-quality borrowers. The industry dummies     ,


   or

  appear to have positive estimates in all

cases, indicating that, as compared with manufacturing firms, construction, real
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estate, trade and services firms were more likely to establish bad relationships ;
hence, once they involved bad relationships, the deterioration of the bad relationships would develop due to the increase in bank financial distress, as discussed in
Subsection 4.3.
Estimation


results

for

the

relationship

factors

 and

also appear to be qualitatively the same as those obtained by estimat-

ing the equation for relationship depreciation (2) except for estimation results for
the duration of relationships 

 
 . More concretely, firms that de-

pended more on a particular bank for borrowing were more likely to form bad relationships after becoming distressed firms. The results are consistent with those for
the number of relationships 

. Banks that concentrated credits more

on a particular borrower would have tendency to establish bad relationships with
distressed firms. Banks and firms that had a longer duration were more likely to
form bad relationships.
Summing up our estimation results, a major bank that focused more on a particular relationship in a long period was more likely to establish a bad relationship with
a low-quality firm that were more dependent on a particular bank for debt-financing.

45. Insight on Japan’s Credit Misallocation
In the previous subsections, we explored determinants responsible for bankborrower unviable relationships. Thus we found that if a major bank committed to
unviable relationships with low-quality non-manufacturing firms that depended
greatly on that major bank, such unviable relationships would deteriorate more
through the increase in its nonperforming loans, in particular, in the 1990s. That is,
the further deterioration of unviable relationships in the 1990s would be attributed
to close ties between a major bank facing the increase in the nonperforming loans
and their low-quality non-manufacturing borrowers. Given that the forbearance
lending by unhealthy banks increasing the nonperforming loans toward their lowquality borrowers would exist from the late 1990s to the early 2000s (see Subsec-
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tion 3.5), the further cementing of the inferior, albeit close, bank-borrower relationships would induce the forbearance lending more.
As with the analysis of bank lending, it matters decisively in the analysis of
unviable relationships which measure for bank financial health we focus on, the
nonperforming loans or the insufficient capital buffers. When focusing on the insufficient capital buffers, we found as follows : if a major bank committed to relationships with low-quality non-manufacturing firms that had limited access to external
debt-funding source, the quality of the inferior relationships would more depreciate
due to the worsening of its capital positions in the 1990s ; as for the 2000s, on the
other hand, the quality would be alleviated due to the improving of them.
Given that the capital crunch would exist from the early to the middle 1990s (see
Subsection 3.5), a promising driver of the capital crunch in that period would be
unviable, albeit considerably close, relationships between a lowly-capitalized major
bank and its low-quality borrowers. As for the lending by banks increasing the capital buffers toward low-quality borrowers in the late 1990s and the middle 2000s, the
closeness of the inferior relationships between a major bank and its low-quality borrowers belonging to non-manufacturing industries would boost that lending through
the improvement in the relationship inferiority due to major banks’ sufficient capitalization. Note that such capitalization was caused by the concurrent increase and
decrease in the numerator and denominator of the regulatory capital adequacy ratios (see Subsection 4.1).

5. Conclusions
In this paper, using a matched sample of Japanese banks and their listed borrowers for the period between 1993 and 2010, we have examined bank lending in terms
of how and when a bank-borrower unviable relationship involving a low-quality borrower induced the increase in the supply of credits toward it. We provide four substantive conclusions about this question.
First, Japanese banks contracted credits toward low-quality borrowers as well as
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non-low-quality ones from the early to the middle 1990s ; that is, the capital crunch
would exist in that period. A substantive driver of the stagnant bank lending toward
low-quality borrowers would be the drastic decrease in the regulatory capitals, or
the numerator, of major banks’ capital ratios and the resulting depreciation of the
unviable relationships with their low-quality borrowers.
Second, Japanese banks, continuously improving their regulatory capital buffers
from the late 1990s, activated the supply of loans toward both type of borrowers in
the late 1990s and the middle 2000s. In particular, the lending toward low-quality
borrowers were driven by the inferiority alleviation in the unviable relationships
between major banks and their low-quality borrowers ; that mitigation was rooted
in the concurrent increase and decrease in the numerator and denominator, or the
regulatory capitals and risk-weighted assets, of their capital adequacy ratios.
Third, the forbearance lending toward low-quality borrowers existed from the
late 1990s to the early 2000s, and it was driven by the further depreciation of the
unviable relationships between major banks facing the increase in the nonperforming loans and their low-quality borrowers. Given that the second conclusion, the
two types of lending toward low-quality borrowers would coexist in the late 1990s :
the forbearance lending by major banks facing the increase in their nonperforming
loans and the active lending by major ones improving their capital buffers.
Fourth, and most importantly, the quality of the unviable relationship would
change according to the strength of the ties between banks and their low-quality
borrowers with a limited access to external debt-funding sources. That closeness
effect involves major banks more. As the tie between a major bank and its low quality borrower with a limited access to external debt-funding sources becomes
stronger in that the major bank locks in the low-quality borrower and the borrower
consequently depends more on the major bank, the relationship quality would fluctuated more through the changes in major bank’s financial distress. Therefore the
further cementing of the inferior, albeit close, bank-borrower relationships would
induce or prevent lending more toward low-quality borrowers.
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Appendix. Construction of Loan-level Matched Sample
The Japanese banking sector experienced significant M & A, business transfer,
and divestiture activity over the late 1990s and early 2000s. To construct our loanlevel dataset, we checked whether succeeding banks took over the merged or
eliminated bank’s credit claims on its borrowing firms before and after the relevant
M & A, business transfer, or divestiture. This Appendix explains how we define the
termination of a bank-borrower relationship in the case of M & A, business transfer,
and divestiture.

The Case of M & A
Here, we consider the case of an absorption-type merger. If a surviving bank
took over a merged bank’s loan lent to a borrowing firm after the absorption
merger, we assume that the pre-M & A relationship between the merging bank and
the borrowing firm continues in the post-M & A relationship between the surviving
bank and the firm. That is, the pre-M & A relationship did not terminate at the time
of the absorption merger. On the other hand, if no bank took over the loan of the
merging bank, we assume that the pre-M & A relationship terminated at the time
of the absorption merger.

The Case of Business Transfer
Next, we consider the case in which a bank transferred its business to other
banks. In this case, we define a relationship termination as the case of M & A. If we
find that the transferee bank took over the loans of the transferor bank, we suppose
that the transferor bank also held over pre-transfer relationships between the
transferor bank and its borrowing firms, and that the pre-transfer relationships did
not terminate. As long as we find that the transferee banks did not take over loans
of the transferor bank, we assume that the pre-transfer relationships between the
transferor bank and its borrowing firms terminated. We adopt the above way of defining a relationship termination, whether the accepting banks had enjoyed
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relationships with those borrowing firms before the business transfer or not.

The Case of Merger and Divestiture
We consider the case in which banks merged and then divested. In this case, we
should identify which banks formed after the merger and divestiture, and whether
they took over the loans of the merging banks. If a firm had enjoyed relationships
with one of the merging banks before the merger and divestiture, and the firm had
a relationship with at least one of the surviving banks after the merger and divestiture, we consider that the relationships between the merging banks and the firm
were preserved. That is, the relationships did not terminate. If the firm did not
have any relationships with the surviving banks after the merger and divestiture,
we consider that the relationships between the merged banks and the firm terminated at that time.

Notes
 In terms of a theoretical framework, Bruche and Llobet (2014) provided a precondition for avoiding forbearance lending to low-quality firms. They suggested that regulators should construct a scheme that would induce banks to disclose the deterioration of
capital condition.
 See e.g. Hoshi (2001) for Japan’s bubble economy and its collapse in the early 1990s.
 In contrast to those previous researches, Berger et al. (2014) demonstrated that German capital-injected banks did not activate lending.
 Before Article 26 of the banking act was revised in 1996, a Japanese bank was allowed
to select the international standard on capital adequacy of 8％, even though it did not
have oversea branches. After the revision, a Japanese bank that does not have oversea
branches is forced to adopt the domestic standard of 4％. Consequently, the number of
banks with the international standard reduced from 82 to 26 during the period from 1996
to 2000. Using the 1996 revision of the banking act, Inoue et al. (2015a) examined the
effect of the exogenous increase in bank capitals on its risk taking behavior.
 We also ran regression without using lagged variables for lender-side factors, but estimation results are not qualitatively different from those obtained using lagged ones.
This would be because banks’ lending exposure to borrowing firms are calculated to
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about 0.7％ on average for our sample period from 1993 to 2011 ; hence, the dependence
of banks on borrowing firms is not so high that we should deal with the reverse causality
from bank loans to lender-side factors. In the following analysis, we use the one-period
lags of lender-side factors in consistent manner with borrower-side ones.
 Inoue et al. (2015b) discussed that estimation results of Peek and Rosengren (2005),
which are based on the random effect probit model, would imply that, in the late 1990s
(from 1994 to 1999), both capitalized and lowly capitalized Japanese banks would increase credits not only to good borrowers but also to bad ones.
 We also conducted rolling-window estimations with the widths of two, four and five
years, but estimation results did not qualitatively differ from those reported in Section
3.
 The fiscal year-end for Japanese banks is March 31, but this is not necessarily the case
for the borrowing firms. When combining the Nikkei database with the financial statement data, we match bank-side information to borrower-side information in the same fiscal year.
 As for exits of some firms from our loan-level dataset in the middle of our full-sample
period, we cannot identify reasons for firm exit from our sample, including bankruptcy,
management buyout, termination of all the firm’s relationships, etc. Therefore, we adopt
the strategy of dropping a firm’s observation from our dataset in year if the firm exited
from the original data after year 
. Thus, if a firm’s last observation in the original dataset
was in 
, our adjusted sample includes the firm’s observations until year 
1.
 The minimum interest payments for each year proposed by Caballero et al. (2008) are
constructed from the average short-term prime rate as the lower bound of short-term
bank-loan prices, the average long-term prime rate as that of long-term bank-loan prices
and the minimum observed coupon rate on any convertible corporate bond as that of
bond prices. To construct the minimum interest payments, we use the minimum coupon
rate on convertible corporate bonds, as suggested by Caballero et al. (2008). The data
about the average short-term and long-term prime rate for each year are provided by the
Bank of Japan. The data up to 1999 about minimum observed coupon rate on any convertible corporate bond are obtained from the lists of convertible bond issues by listed
companies published in Annual Report of Securities Bureau of Ministry of Finance. The
data from 2000 are set to be zero, which had been the level since 1996.
 We preliminarily excluded three types of extreme values from our samples : the upper
five percentile of the growth rates of loans ; the upper one percentile of the
nonperforming loan ratios and the upper and the lower one percentile of the insuffi-
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ciency capital ratios. All the extreme values involve bank consolidations or bankruptcies.
 Inoue et al. (2015b) used the crossed variable proposed in Peek and Rosengren
(2005), and thereby demonstrated that their estimation results based on the sample period from 1994 to 1999 would imply that both capitalized and lowly capitalized Japanese
banks extended credits not only lowly profitable borrowers but also profitable ones.



in lending equation (2).
and 
 We also estimate bank and firm fixed effects, 
Estimated bank fixed effects have qualitatively the same tendency as those obtained by

estimating equation (1). Estimated firm effects, 


, have an increasing trend from
the early to the 1990s, and a decreasing one on and after the late 1990s. These results
are available upon request.
 When estimating equation (3), we also include time dummy variables to control for
market-wide effects at each date.
 We also employed the two part model and Tobit model to estimate equation (3), but
estimation results are not qualitatively different from those reported in this subsection.
 We also employed the three-way fixed-effects estimation method, which allows us to
include bank and firm fixed effects into equation (3), to conduct the second-stage estimation of Heckman estimation method and the two-part estimation method. Estimation
results obtained are not so different from those reported below.
 Equation (3) was estimated using various subsample periods for the 1990s and the
2000s. Estimation results in the subsample periods are not so different from those in the
1990s and the 2000s, each reported in Table 2.
 We used various subsets of the covariates in equation (3) to estimate the selection
equation, but we found that each result obtained in the second-stage estimation did not
qualitatively differ.
Bernanke and Gertler (1989), Bernanke et al. (1999) and Brunnermeier and
Sannikov (2014) proposed theoretical models in which financial frictions would amplify
and propagate adverse shocks, even though the adverse shocks are small.
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